All About Bats

Name: ________________________
BATS
Life Cycle of a Bats

Write the life Cycle of a Bat in the correct order.

Baby Pup Nursery  Young Bat  Baby Pup Born  Adult Bat

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Parts of a Bats
Label the parts of a Bat in correctly orders.

Word Bank

Teeth  Ear  Eye  Mouth  Nose  Wing
Head  Thumb  Claw  Tail  Belly

[Diagram of bat with labeled parts]
What do bats eat?

1. Bats are insectivores. Which means they only eat insects. Circle the correct answers

In the wild they eat:...
1. Beetles
2. Fish
3. Moths
4. Turtle
5. Mosquitoes
6. Deer
7. Files

2. Some bats are frugivores. Which mean they only eat fruits. Circle the correct answers

In the forests they eat:...
1. Pollen from Flower
2. Figs
3. Eggs
4. Mangoes
5. Ginger
6. Dates
7. Candy
8. Bananas

Where do bats live?

3. They live in habitats that are cold and warm. In which habitats might you find bats in? Circle the correct answers

1. Wetland
2. Islands
3. Rainforests
4. Arctic
5. Mountains
6. Antarctica
7. woods
8. Tundra
9. Grassland
10. Farmland
About Bats?

4. Bats belong to which animal group?
   Circle one correct answer
   Mammals   Birds   Amphibians
   Reptiles   Insects   Fish

5. How many legs do bats have? ______________________

6. What colour are bats? ______________________

7. Do bats have sharp teeth?
   Circle one correct answer
   Yes / No

8. Do bats have sharp, long claws?
   Circle one correct answer
   Yes / No

9. Can bats see?
   Circle one correct answer
   Yes / No

10. Do bats have long wings?
    Circle one correct answer
    Yes / No

11. Where do bats sleep?
    Circle the correct answer
    Caves / Trees / Park / Buildings

12. When do bats hibernate?
    Circle one correct answer
    Spring / Fall
    Winter / Summer

13. How long do bats live?
    Circle one correct answer
    5-10 years
    4-30 years
    10-15 years